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EDITORIAL
Along with all the other helpers I am still recovering from our Open Day, on
Sunday 6th September! I am not sure why, but I guess we must be doing
something right because the Gods once again looked down on us and supplied
us with perfect autumn sunshine.
It is impossible to gauge the numbers who attend because folk are coming and
going all day long, but clearly the event is most popular with the general public.
Everybody enjoys a flypast and the Dakota from the Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight once again did us proud with three really low passes. Everybody waved
enthusiastically.
It is still too early to say how much we were able to increase our much needed
funds but I will be surprised if this Fun Day, (ok Open Day!), was not the most
successful yet.
Our thanks to Martyn Cook and Robert Dunnett for all the hard work they put
into organising it and of course, to all the helpers on the day.
Martyn has written his own report and has thanked all those who helped make
our 18th Open Day probably the most successful yet.
My thanks also to those of you who have contributed to this newsletter. Keep
'em coming!
ED

CONTROL TOWER FUN DAY - SUNDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER
Without doubt another very successful day I think you will agree.
The event was opened by our President, Mr Richard Barker who along with
welcoming the people, recounted one of his uncle's wartime experience in the
Far East.
This year is the 70th anniversary of the end of WW11 in Europe and the Far East.
MHAS wanted to pay it's respects and to help with that Rachel Hockley-Warner
from Stow Maries, a 1st WW airfield in Essex played 'Last Post', and Taps. After
a one minute silence, Rachel concluded by playing, 'Reveille'. Time now for
those immortal words by Laurence Binyon, taken from his poem, 'For the
Fallen'. To conclude, James Mullen's 'Wishingwell Doves' were released into
the bright blue sky signifying peace.
Those of you who came along noticed the 'RAF Ensign' at half mast. Two days
earlier, Tom Scrivener a long time MHAS member and an ex-RAF serviceman
who was stationed for part of his service life at RAF Martlesham Heath sadly
passed away.
Unfortunately, one of our eagerly expected stands, a F1 Sauber racing car never
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Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell123@talktalk.net

Other Committee Contacts...
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Sec.
Membership Sec.
Publicity Sec.
Rag Trade
Catering
Society Adviser
Society Advisor
Society Advisor
Society Advisor

Martyn Cook
Bob Dunnett
Alan Powell
Peter Durrell
Vicky Gunnell
Joe Cox
Howard King
David Bloomfield
Peter Morris
Colin Whitmore
Ian Lisseman
Paul Reynolds
Brian Gray

(01473) 614442
(01473) 624510
(01473) 622458
(01473) 726396
(01473) 720004
(01394) 282047
(01473) 274300
(01473) 686204
(01473) 415787
(01473) 729512
(01473) 611665
(01473) 617685
(01394) 383163

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome the 8 new members since the last newsletter.
Keyth Vassmusson Eric Ketley

Sally Cox

Wendy Willis

Ashley Gant

John Crouch

Pieter Shipster

Raymond French

Paul Harrison
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road ; Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047

Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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Midland Air Museum Visit, plus… please read on
As well as visiting the above, which includes the ‘Sir Frank Whittle exhibition’
we are also visiting the nearby “Shackleton to the Skies” project which will
encompasses a viewing of a Nimrod. Both planes can be viewed on the outside
and inside, not to many of us will have seen inside both of these planes.
The ‘Luxury’ coach leaves the ‘Shoppers’ car park Martlesham Heath at 6:30am
sharp. The estimated return time is approximately 8:30pm.
The cost, which includes the coach, entrance to the M.A.M. and tea and coffee
on arrival is £30. For an additional £5 you can enjoy a buffet lunch (lunch needs
to be booked however).
There are a few seats left so, speak to Howard King who has worked hard to
arrange this visit. You can contact him by telephone or by email on…
Ipswich 274300
Howardking1548@hotmail.co.uk
This will be an exciting visit in very good, like minded company, as the visit is
in conjunction with the ‘Ipswich Aviation Society’.
Don’t delay book today, is that poetic or what?
See you on the bus.
Martyn - Chairman

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary
10 October '15 …… Visit to the Midland Air Museum Coventry…. See Above
“and nearby, to the, “Shackleton to the Skies” project which includes a Nimrod”

18 October '15 .…..….... Military & Classic Vehicle Rally …....CONTROL TOWER
“SVEC & EAPC”

6 November '15 .……….... An Audio Visual Presentation ……... Clive Denny
“Displaying & Formation Flying”

8 November '15 .……….... Service of Remembrance …..……... START 3:00PM
“Barrack Square - Martlesham Heath”

PHIL HADWIN
4 December '15 .……….... An Audio Visual Presentation …..……...
“The Amy Johnson Story”

8 January '16 ...….……..... Waiting Confirmation ...

WAITING CONFIRMATION

'Waiting Confirmation'

5 February '16 ...... AC-47 Gunship in Southeast Asia……... JOHN BESSETTE
'John is coming to he UK on a lecture tour'

4 March '16 ...….……..... Waiting Confirmation ...
'Waiting Confirmation'
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WAITING CONFIRMATION

arrived. On top of that, our singer, Miss Luna Nightingale who comes from near
Northampton had a breakdown. Both would have complimented the afternoon.
Thankfully, stands arrived that we have had in previous years, but who were not
booked in this year, they helped fill the gaps as did our sound boys and girls, read
on.
Yes, we own a debt of gratitude to Steve, Dorinda, Mat and Siobhan for their
sound coverage. From interviews to sound effects, planes, guns and bombs of
course. All were expertly played helping to make a wonderful atmosphere
around the Control Tower.
Colin and the Suffolk Vehicle Enthusiasts Club (SVEC) laid on a spectacular
show of cars with the Battle of Britain cars set out in front.
Likewise, Andy Moore had a huge number of military vehicles all set out with
their crews dressed for a WW11 occasion. Well done both of you.
The WW11 dancers were at full strength and entertained every one with their
slick moves, not easy on grass, while Martlesham Brass always very popular,
played many WW2 songs and pieces of music. The Ipswich Pipe Band gave us a
number of Scottish musical pieces and songs
in their very professional way, we thank them
all for helping to make the day so successful.
Each year we start the day with an empty
field. The members and our friends who
come along to help are to be congratulated on
the way they turn that empty field into a
vibrant set piece of fun and laughter. I, we
the committee and the public who came
along, all thank you all most sincerely for all
your hard work, you can all be very proud of
your achievements.
Last, but by no means least what about that
fabulous Battle of Britain Dakota. Three
passes in glorious sunshine gave us all that
thrill that only an aeroplane such as this can
give. I would not be surprised if our late
President Mr Gordon Kinsey wasn't riding
shotgun, Gordon was a Flight Engineer flying Dakota's in the Far East during WW11. I
cannot think of a better way to end my report
on what was another wonderful day.
Martyn Cook Chairman
More pictures overleaf
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We produce a calendar each year to boost our much needed funds. The 2016
calendar is now available and details are below.
Each page depicts an interesting stage in the development of RAF Martlesham
Heath as well as some of the aircraft tested here.
Every little helps, as they say, so do buy one for yourself and one for your
family!.

The A4 size (8” x 11”) is £6 and for the A3 size (12” x 16”) it is £7
For postage please add £1.50 for an A4 size (UK only!)
Please contact the ‘Newsletter Editor’ Alan Powell - details on page 22
Page 3
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We were treated to an unusual, but highly entertaining evening by someone
who is, to say the least, a brilliant artist, who paints mostly aviation scenes
and who is in demand by military and civil bodies who commission him to
produce his exceptional art.

AIR COMMODORE ROBERT LIGHTFOOT
In the last Runway 22 I included a story which has been on our website for
many years. Robert Lightfoot was an Air Cadet at Martlesham and went on to
complete a distinguished career in the RAF.
I mentioned that we had lost contact with Robert and thankfully we now know
that he is alive and well and enjoying retirement not too many miles away near
the Suffolk/Essex border.
The article was too long to be included in full in the last newsletter so his
interesting story continues.....

FROM MARTLESHAM TO MUSCAT - continued...

Our thanks to our hon. vice president, Vicky Gunnell, for arranging a
fascinating evening. Vicky's husband, Mike, is also a member of the Guild
of Aviation Artists.
A vote of thanks was given by…
Robert Dunnett
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I am grateful to Paul Chamberlain for his memories of the Blind Landing
Experimental Unit where he was a radar fitter and he reminded me of the fleet
of Mosquito, Viking, Varsity, Devon, Lancaster and Lincoln aircraft in that unit.
The Lincoln fleet was sold to the Royal Australian Air Force (with whom I
served for a year in 1975). Other aircraft I remember were the Avro 707 trio and
their unique configuration was of great interest. Bob Metson reminded me of the
helicopter night flying trials using ‘goose neck’ flares for marking the landing
sites. I saw the results of this early work at my first posting to RAF Acklington
in Northumberland where the Whirlwind Search and Rescue flight would often
launch at night using the same goose neck flares. Indeed, my basic flying
training took place at RAF Spitalgate near Grantham and the grass runway was
lit by goose neck flares. I can well believe Bob Metson’s description that they
‘were a bit dodgy and messy to handle’.
Two local disasters illustrated the hazards in flying. The tragic Canberra crash at
Crown Point in 1953 was remarkable in that the aircraft hit the garden behind
the Fish and Chip shop: the roads, the shop and the Blue Triangle garage were
untouched. The owners of the shop were my aunt and uncle and one of their sons
Ronald (Willy) Lightfoot joined the RAF as a fitter and served in Germany. The
USAF fighter that crashed into The Falcon caravan centre in Kesgrave closed
the A12 for some time as live ammunition was cooking off for a few hours. One
of the employees in the centre survived the fire by jumping into a water tank.
Sadly, fatal crashes featured throughout my service career. Indeed, I was discouraged from ever joining the RAF as a pilot given the fate of my predecessors
from Woodbridge School in the RAF: one killed on Meteors during training and
another paralysed when ejecting from a Lightning after a collision at Wattisham.
Others advised against a career as a military pilot in any form given the bleak
future for manned aircraft outlined in the infamous 1957 Government White
Paper.
Close to where the Supermarket is now located, there was a large dump which
could be seen from the Felixstowe road. This dump was beside the 15 Sqn B
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Flight hangar and whole wings and fuselages were discarded. If it has been filled
in with the contents intact, there could be some interesting finds if it could be
opened
In 1957 in the 6th form at school and was awarded a flying scholarship by the
RAF. I recall going to the stores at Martlesham Heath for kitting out for open
cockpit Tiger Moth flying. I returned home with an impressive hoard of gear;
sheepskin boots, goggles, leather helmet, gauntlets and blue flying suit. I recall
trying on this kit more than once before reporting for flying at Cambridge
Airport and just 13 days later I held a pilot’s licence. That was a miracle as the
last leg of my solo cross country was a bit of a shambles. The leg should have
been 40 minutes but I managed over two hours! The scene in the open cockpit
was memorable with me trying to open maps in the slipstream and scanning a
wide area of East Anglia to find my position. The Tiger Moth had no radio or
navigation aids. Readers who know the Tiger Moth will appreciate how little
fuel I had at the end – the float gauge had disappeared below the sight glass!
Later in life as a well qualified flying instructor I used to analyse that flight to
see where it all went wrong. I put it down to flying in a wind too strong for cross
country navigation by a student. With my shiny new licence, any pocket money
I could save was spent on buying 30 minutes flying at Ipswich Airport on the
Auster fleet. Stanley Ward was the CFI and I owe him a sincere thank you for
his guidance to a young and overconfident pilot.
In the early 60s I saw less and less of Martlesham as I was busy at RAF
Acklington as a Jet Provost Instructor but I returned to the area for a conversion
to the Lightning fighter at Coltishall near Norwich and after two years in
Scotland I returned for another full tour as a Lightning Instructor. It was there
that I made some good friends from the F100 Squadron at Bentwaters with both
aerial and social encounters. Wattisham was visited by air on many occasions
and I have since become friends with the MO of that time Douglas MacLeod. He
was the MO for Martlesham Heath as well as his main base and he now lives in
Majorca.
Is there a story about the Officers’ Mess? It looked to me more suitable for the
tropics with its veranda than East Anglia. I have heard it said that the plans were
mixed up with a base in East Africa and out there somewhere is a nice two storey
brick Mess! I had lunch in the mess just once as a cadet and it was all very formal
for us schoolboys and I’m not sure we enjoyed the food as much as we should
have done.
At the Lightning Conversion Unit I had become quite a capable low level display
pilot and that qualification led to a detachment to 5 Squadron at Binbrook to help
them with their major display commitment in Canada and the USA. The picture
was taken at Toronto International Airport where I displayed the Lightning at the
Canadian National Exposition. I experienced a variety of hospitality arrangements on the display circuit but nothing matched the Canadian adventure. Smart
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His talk was illustrated by projected images and movie clips, including a
crash, when Roger hit a fence when coming in too low with a WW1 Sopwith
Triplane and it somersaulted. Fortunately he walked away from this one!
Our annual evening outing this year was on Friday, 7th August. The coach was
quite full as we made our way to Bottisham in Cambridgeshire.
A small dedicated team of volunteers have entered into the daunting task of
restoring a couple of original WW2 buildings to form a museum.
The airfield was first used in 1940 with DH Tiger Moth’s of 22 Elementary
Flying School before being replaced by an Army Co-operation Command
with Lysanders and Mk1 Mustangs,
In the autumn of 1943 it was allocated for use by the USAAF 361st Fighter
Group.
Our sincere thanks are due to chairman, Jason Webb and their archivist who
showed us around before we visited their small museum in the Royal British
Legion premises in Bottisham village where we were treated to an excellent
buffet.
Many thanks to Howard King, who arranged the visit.
Our monthly meeting on Friday, 4th September was entitled, "The Aviation
Art of Chris French." Chris is a member of the Guild of Aviation Artists and
a professional painter in oils.
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Many more Catalina's were built than any other flying boat. It had an
enormous range and the first one to arrive in England was in 1938, when a
Catalina flew non-stop from its base in north America to the Marine Aeroplane Experimental Establishment at Felixstowe.

hotel down town, free rental car for week and a hospitality suite in the hotel open
all hours and all free. Well, somebody has to do these jobs! In the background is
a Victor K2 which fuelled us across the Atlantic and took part in the display with
Vulcan B2. After Toronto it was Washington for the opening of Dulles International Airport. The outward sloping glass in the terminal gave me some concern
on my high speed runs as I was close to supersonic and the shock wave could
easily dislodge glass panes. Whenever I pass through that airport I am reminded
of the great week in 1969. The trip continued to Florida for a week with the F106
wing at Tyndall AFB and then home via Newfoundland. There, in the snow, we
had to wait a while for the weather for the diversion airfield in Iceland to
improve before the Atlantic crossing. A few days in the bars there wrapped up
an extraordinary month away.
This picture shows a 111 Sqn Lightning F3 stream take off at Wattisham. (By
permission of the Artist Air Cdre Chris Stone and the owner of the painting). It
is included because it is the best picture available to show the awesome power
of the Lightning which I was able to exploit at many airshows around the world.

A vote of thanks was given by Howard King, who has a special interest in the
Catalina because his father was a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner with 240
squadron flying Catalina's.
Our meeting on Friday 5th July was another very well attended meeting
despite the hot and sticky weather! Mr Roger Bailey is the chief test pilot
responsible for training the volunteer pilots who fly the iconic aeroplane's of
the Shuttleworth Collection.
This wonderful collection of aeroplane's now totals 40. The latest type
acquired is a WW1 Sopwith Camel. In common with all the other aircraft it
will be flown and displayed over this small grass airfield. Who remembers
the film, "Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines? Well, when
conditions are right you can still see these Edwardian's, as they are called,
flying at Old Warden near Biggleswade, the home of the Shuttleworth Collection.
Roger described how very different every aircraft type is to fly and how very
skilled the pilots must become. As chief test pilot Roger told us that it takes
up to ten years before pilots become totally proficient.

Copyright Chris Stone
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After commanding No 5 squadron at Binbrook I had a series of ground tours and
had the time to enter the King’s Cup air race in a Robin Aiglon from the RAF
College flying club where I was one of the instructors. This race has historic
connection with Martlesham Heath (see ‘Martlesham Heath’ by Gordon Kinsey)
and I was pleased with a third place from my first attempt but the modern race
with its handicap system did not encourage me to race again.
The Tornado came into my life on a posting to Saudi Arabia to head the al
yamamah arms sales project but where does the Boeing 747 fit in this account?
When the time came to leave the RAF, I was invited to take the position of
Commander, Royal Flight of Oman. The fleet comprised two B747, a DC8, six
helicopters and two Gulfstream 4 executive jets. Naturally, although not a rated
pilot on any of these types, I took every opportunity to fly each aircraft to see if
all was in order for a VVIP operation. Not many pilots can claim time wadibashing in a DC-8 or having the authority to wheel out a 747 from the hangar for
a few hours general handling whenever the office workload became a bit
tiresome. Another perquisite in this post was several Concorde flights on the
flight deck. One night, it was necessary to scramble the 747 from a cold start in
its hangar: tow it out, get the flight crew together, load catering for large
numbers, fuel for unknown destination and so on. We hadn’t rehearsed this
procedure and discovered that the item that took the longest time before we
could launch was getting the stewardesses out of their beds and waiting for them
to get ready! I was sorry when that job ended.
Martlesham Heath is still on my map as I live near Colchester and frequently
travel through the base to places further up the A12. Without its influence, I
might never have taken the flying career that I have enjoyed so much.
Robert Lightfoot. Air Commodore RAF and Ameed Royal Air Force of Oman
Our member, Robin Durrell is a keen member of the Wednesday maintenance
team and he was inspired by a recent talk at one of our monthly meetings
entitled, "Catalina's, Past, Present and Plane Sailing," by David Legg.

DEATH OF A U-BOAT
On the 3rd April 1943 U-197, under the command of Korvettenkapitän Robert
Bartels slipped out of the U-boat pens at Kiel and down the Kiel cannel on her
first combat patrol. Bartels was a rising star of the German U-boat fleet and this
was already his third command. His first had been U-139 from July 1940 to
December 1940 but he had seen no active service. From March 1941 to
September 1942 Bartels had command of U-561 undertaking 8 patrols in 243
days. In that time U-561 had taken a heavy toll of allied shipping, sinking or
destroying 5 ships either with torpedoes or by mines laid by her, a total tonnage
of over 21,000 tons with the Greek ship Fred also being damaged. For Bartels
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I included a short obituary for William Hurley in the June edition of this
newsletter.
However, John Bessett, who lives in the US has sent me a more detailed one
and I have included an updated obituary below.
John, with his wife Carol, are due over in the New Year and will be giving us
a talk in February
ED

AN OBITUARY - WILLIAM HURLEY Jr
William Hurley enlisted in the USAAF 0n 8th May, 1942 and was shipped out
early in 1944 on the Queen Elizabeth. He served at Martlesham Heath as a pilot
with the 361st Squadron of the 356th FG and flew 86 combat missions in both
P47's and P51's. He was offered a promotion to Captain if he took a 50 hour
extension to his tour which he accepted.
William Hurley was awarded the American DFC, the Air Medal with 8 Oak
Leaf Clusters, the EAME Theatre medal with five Battle Stars, WW2 Victory
Medal and the American Campaign Medal.
He retired as a Colonel in the USAF in 1986.
In civilian life William Hurley graduated from Pittsburg university with a BSC
in mechanical engineering.
William is survived by 5 children and six grandchildren.
On behalf of the members of Martlesham Heath Aviation Society we send our
condolences to his family.

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Our meeting on Friday, 5th June was another very well attended meeting.
The audience were treated to a most interesting illustrated talk by Mr David
Legg. who came all the way from Crawley in Sussex.
The title of his talk was, "Catalina's, Past, Present and Plane Sailing." David
flies as Crew Chief of the Catalina based at the Imperial War Museum at
Duxford. He has been actively involved with the Consolidated Catalina for
30 years and described the long and distinguished history of this very
successful flying boat. Only about four Cats, (as they are so often called!),
are now flying and the Duxford based aircraft has by far the busiest flying
schedule. To the Americans the aircraft was known simply by the suffix,
PBY. It was the British who named it the Catalina.
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Letter from John McCullock - one of our "long distance" members.
Dear Alan,
I was saddened to read of Tom Scrivener's passing. We were contemporaries at
Martlesham Heath although our paths never crossed until 50 years later, when
we met at the 2002 reunion.
We kept in touch thereafter and met at subsequent Open Days.
Tom kept me up to date with matters of interest, press clippings and photos. I
shall miss him.
His death comes just a few weeks after Joe Overy, another of my MH contemporaries, who worked with me in the control tower.
My condolences to Tom’s family and the society,
Yours sincerely, John McCullock
Our dear friend Tom, who many of us knew well and who did so much work
in the Control Tower museum has just died, his obituary is below.
Poignantly Tom wrote to me a few weeks ago to tell me what John has just
said, that a fellow RAF contemporary, who was also at Martlesham Heath has
also died.
Joe Overy was a former member of the society and lived in West Sussex.
ED

AN OBITUARY - TOM SCRIVENER
12th November 1928 - 4th September 2015
No man is irreplaceable is an old saying , but Tom will leave a big gap at MHAS,
the contribution that he made being recognised by the award of Honorary Life
Membership of the Society. He was a fine, inventive and productive craftsman.
His motto might have been:-1 can produce anything, anytime, anywhere ! An
excellent man to have on your team, he was also a prolific writer of letters to
other people, local newspapers and national magazines. In addition he even
communicated with his old CO. This all reflected the strong character and
outgoing personality that he was throughout his long and eventful life. Born
1928 Tom left school at 14 years of age and started work with Ransomes-Sims
& Jefferies, later he left to join the RAF in 1946 served for 10 years (including
time at Martlesham Heath ) He then resumed work at Ransomes-Sims &
Jefferies, where his talent ensured him various promotions until he retired in
1993. A member of the society since 2000, he also enjoyed a fun filled and
affectionate home life with his late wife Sadie and his two children. Tom is
survived by his Daughter Maureen and his son Thomas and we extend our
sympathy to them at this sad time.
BILL GRANT
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and U-197 this would prove to be their last patrol.
U-197 was bound for the Indian Ocean where Bartels had orders to rendezvous
with U-196 commanded by Korvettenkapitän Eitel-Friedrich Kentrat and U-181
commanded by Kapitän zur See Wolfgang Luth to deliver a new Enigma cypher
key known as Bellatrix. On reaching the North Sea, Bartels set course for the
relative safety of Scandinavian waters before heading west to Iceland. When he
arrived off the southern coast of Iceland Bartels turned U-197 southward.
Forty-seven days into her voyage on 20th May, U-197 was just south of the
equator when she was attacked by an American B-25 Mitchell bomber resulting
in the death of one of her crew the following day. The attack inflicted only minor
damage and later that day U-197 claimed her first kill when at 07.28 hours she
sighted and torpedoed the unescorted 4,763 ton Dutch tanker "Benakat" 190
miles north-east of Ascension Island.
On the 22nd June U-197 was replenished by the supply ship Charlotte Schliemann 600 miles south of Mauritius and on 12th July she was unsuccessfully
attacked with depth charges by 2 Catalinas of 262 Squadron south east of
Mozambique and returned fire before diving.
The neutral, 9,583 ton Swedish tanker "Pegasus" carrying 12,855 tons of gasoline became U-197's second victim when she was torpedoed on 24th July 450
miles north-east of Durban and 460 miles south-west of Madagascar. She had
been sighted at 20.00 hours on the 23rd and Bartels had fired two torpedoes that
struck the “Pegasus” but failed to explode, her Master, Ture Alexander Andersson, had made a gallant attempt to out run the U-boat but at 00.30 hours on 24th
a torpedo track was seen to cross ahead of the ship’s bow. A short time later,
look-outs reported a U-boat 100 yards to starboard and Andersson was forced to
accept the inevitable and gave the order to abandon ship.
Six days later on 30th July U-197 attacked the 7,181 ton American liberty ship
William Ellery with two torpedoes, 300 miles east south-east of Durban, the first
of these struck the ship creating a 450-square-foot (42m2) hole in the William
Ellery's port side. The second torpedo narrowly missed the ship which was able
to limp to Durban where it arrived on 1st August.
What proved to be U-197's final victim was the 6,921 ton British merchant ship
Empire Stanley which was torpedoed 218 miles south south-east of Cap Sainte
Marie, Madagascar on 17th August killing 25 of her crew of 54.
On the 19th Bartels made his rendezvous with U-181, south of Cap Sainte Marie.
Huth had had a very successful patrol accounting for 6 British vessels since 2nd
July and 4 other targets before that for which he received the Knights Cross of
the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves, Crossed Swords and Diamonds. Huth told
Bartels he could have had four more kills had he not run out of torpedoes. On
hearing this Bartels informed Huth that he would try his luck in the same area.
At 13.10 hours on 20th August, U-197 was on the surface 305 miles south-west
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of Cap Sainte Marie Madagascar when it was sighted by F/O L. Eccles, the
second pilot of "C" FP126, a Catalina 1B of 259 squadron that was flying out of
St. Lucia, Natal piloted by Flight Lieutenant Lionel Barnett. This was no matter
of chance, for the South African Cypher School had picked up chatter between
Bartels and Huth as they sought to rendezvous. This intelligence had been
passed to Bletchley Park and U-197's approximate position ascertained. Aircraft
from 259 and 265 Squadrons then mounted a creeping line search of the area.
F/L Barnett decided to attack and despite fire from the U-boat dropped six depth
charges from a height of 50 feet. From the Catalina it was evident that the attack
had had some effect as the U-boat listed to port and left a tell-tale trail of oil. At
13.45 hours U-197 tried to dive and on board the U-boat Bartels was on the radio
reporting he was under attack and calling for help while trying to establish what
damage had been sustained. Above F/L Barnett's wireless operator, Sergeant
Kenneth Caligari was reporting their position while the aircraft circled.
Forty minutes later U-197 was forced to resurface but Barnett's Catalina had no
more depth charges and could only shadow the U-boat while the gunners
exchanged fire and Sgt Caligari continued to report their position. For four hours
the Catalina shadowed the U-boat until at 17.05 hours a second Catalina 1B, 'N'
FP313 of 265 squadron being flown by Flying Officer Clarence Robin RCAF out
of Tulear in Madagascar arrived on the scene.
After a brief appraisal of the situation, it was decided that F/O Robin would
attack with depth charges while gunners from both aircraft would lay down
suppressing fire. On the first two passes Bartels took evasive action. F/O Robin
began his third pass, with his crew "giving him flak"1, but Bartels made a
mistake and turned U-197 into the Catalina's line of attack enabling Robin to
straddle the U-boat with depth charges from a very low level. One depth charge
landed on the U-boat's deck and the Catalina climbed steeply to avoid the
U-boat's conning tower and masts.
Once again U-197 disappeared below the waves, shrouded by plumes of water
as the depth charges detonated. The two aircraft continued to circle until night
began to fall but the only evidence of the U-boat was a gradually growing oil
slick.
On 1st October 1943 the pages of the London Gazette announced that for their
part in the sinking of U-197 Flight Lieutenant Barnett and Flying Officer Robin
had been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, Sergeant Caligari had been
awarded the Distinguished Flying Medal and Sergeant Stanley Oxley, a gunner
in Flying Officer Robin's crew, had been mentioned in dispatches.
ROBIN DURRELL
1 Franks, Norman: Search Find and Kill, 1995, Grub Street, London. © 2015
Robin Durrell

engines from the original Whittle W2-700 to the enormous Olympus.

A most enjoyable day and our thanks to our own Howard King, who organised
the MHAS contingent and to Barry Turner from the Ipswich Aviation society. I
am sure we will team up with our friends from Ipswich Aviation society to
arrange more trips.
Alan Powell.

LETTERSPOT
I have a friend who very kindly passes on to me your Magazine (RUNWAY 22).
I read with interest the report on RAF TRIMLEY. The reason being that when I
served in the RAF POLICE, IN Germany, at R.A.F. Luneberg. my C.O. was
Flt/Lt. Brian G. Goodale D.F.C, who was Dave Shannon's wireless operator on
the Dam Busters raid. At some time after leaving 617 Sqdn. he was stationed
at Trimley, as he was a very technical minded person. We had a small
wireless/radar unit based on the airfield tracking soviet movements . He spoke
several times about Trimley and he seemed to enjoy it there.
His Wife was a Bury St. Edmunds Lady, they had Two children and my Wife and
I would Baby sit for them as at that time we had no children. As Commanding
Officer of the R.A.F. Contingent on Alma Barracks, he was invited to all the
Garrison Functions and I finished up being his Chauffer.
When the unit disbanded in July 1958 he went to HQ No 1 Signals unit at RAF
Handorf and eventually back to he UK I met him again some three years later
when I played Rugby for R.A.F.Barnham in the rugby sevens at RAF Swanton
Morley. Who sat on the side lines watching was Flt/Lt Goodale D.F.C. and Mrs
Goodale and a small reunion took place.
John Hill, Kesgrave.
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“Bones” was trying to improve the aiming of the gun in the rear cockpit during
combat manoeuvring. He came up with the idea of having the gun mounted in
the lowest possible position on the Scarff ring but with the fore and aft sights
fixed to a special mounting on the arch which was raised to about eye level.
To try this out I was to approach the 20 ft. square canvas target which was flown
beneath a kite balloon at about 800 feet and then, as close to it as possible, to turn
through 90° so as I flew away he could fire at it directly astern over the aircraft
tail. After one or two practice runs, he signals that on the next approach he would
fire his Lewis gun. All went according to plan until after a short burst of gunfire
he tapped me on the shoulder and between blips of the Clerget engine instructed
me to go down as slowly as I could, to make no turns at all, even if it meant
landing across or downwind, and “do not ask any silly questions ! ” I did as I
was asked, but when, after an almost down-wind landing and a rather long run,
I tried to turn towards the hangars I found that the rudder had been jammed. On
looking around, I saw the fin and rudder had collapsed. Examination showed
that he had shot through the fin and rudder posts and that about 12 inches of fin
and rudder were held on by nothing but the two tailplane bracing wires !
When riggers and fitters arrived on the scene, they found two young officers
sitting on the grass doubled up with laughter.
ALAN SMITH - Society archivist.

VISIT TO THE RAF MUSEUM AT COSFORD
On Wednesday 3rd June on a glorious summer day a party of us from MHAS
joined forces with some members of Ipswich Aviation society to make an
indecently early start to visit the RAF Museum at Cosford, which is situated on
the site of RAF Cosford, an active RAF aerodrome
It was a long way but well worth it when we arrived. I was very surprised to
find the museum every bit as professional as the main RAF museum at
Hendon. A lottery grant had enabled the construction of a smart and spacious
visitor centre and a purpose built hangar plus two other hangars to display
various aspects of aviation. A history of the RAF gallery and a research and
development area which includes the TSR2 and "War In The Air", including
a Sopwith Pup, a Hurricane, Spitfire, Avro Lincoln and a Mosquito and many
other types. Also rare German and Japanese aircraft of WW2. German missiles were mostly experimental, but a V2 rocket and a V1 (Doodle Bug), were
exhibited. (Just as well they didn't perfect all of them!)
The Cold War hangar included all three of our V Bombers, the Valiant, the
Vulcan and the Victor and many other aircraft types too numerous to mention. A
most impressive collection of aero engines from, of course the RR Merlin to jet
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Let's lighten it up a bit - I think!
Submitted by our archivist, Alan Smith who, I am sure he won't mind me
saying, is like a lot of us, not as young as he used to be!
Today, dear Lord I am 80, and there is so much I have not done, So I hope,
dear Lord, you will let me live until I am 81.
By then, if I have not finished all I want to do, Would you please let me
stay a while until I am 82.
So many things I want to do, there is still so much to see Do you think
you could manage to make it 83.
The world is changing very fast, there is such a lot in store, I would like it
very much to live until I am 84.
And if by then I am still alive, I would like to stay until I am 85.
More innovations will take place, and I'd love for you to fix So I can see
what's going on when I turn 86.
I know, dear Lord, it is much to ask, and it must be nice in Heaven, But I
would really like to stay around until I am 87.
I know by then I won't be fast and sometimes I'll be late And it would
be nice to be around until I am 88.
I will have seen so many things and had a lovely time So I am sure I would
be willing to live till 89.

Dear Lord, thank you kindly, I have one more thing to say, if it is OK
with you, 90 plus would really make my day.

AIRBORNE RADIO COUNTERMEASURES DURING WW2
In the last issue of Runway 22 I described how a radio counter measure employed by the RAF to reduce losses of bombers over Germany was used. This
was known as Operation Corona and, as I described, German speaking RAF
operators broadcast fake radio instructions to German night fighters.
The Germans were under the impression that our bombers had a German
speaking person aboard. They did not believe that we would send women up
over Germany and so began to use women to broadcast instructions to Luftwaffe
pilots., but they were wrong.
Strangely they had not realised that the frequency used, (3-6 Mh HF) could be
bounced off the ionosphere and received strongly by the German operators.
Consequently German speaking WAAF's could be safely broadcasting from
England.
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The electronic war was being fought just as earnestly as the war on the ground
and the advantage was first on one side and then the other. Despite several
successful jamming techniques the Junkers and Messerschmitt's were still taking
a heavy toll on our bombers.
Operation Cigar was the next attempt by the RAF to reduce losses. In Operation
Cigar, or ABC, as it was also known, it was now necessary to have a German
speaking person on board one of the bombers. In this case, of course, they were
always men. It was usual for the ABC equipped bombers to be placed in pairs at
regular intervals in the bomber stream.
RAF squadron 101 was specially equipped to employ RCM. In fact, from
October 1943 until the end of the war all main-force attacks on German targets
were accompanied by Lancasters of 101 squadron.
101 squadron's losses were very heavy. It was thought that the Germans knew
enough to vector their fighters to the 101 squadron aircraft.
The German speaking Special Operator (S0), were, more often than not, Jewish
refugee volunteers. They were specially at risk if they were captured, as were
any of their surviving families in Germany.
Operation Cigar became necessary when the Germans began to coordinate
several controllers at different locations and delegating overall control to a single
master controller.
Using a receiver and three 50 watt transmitters on board a Lancaster the German
frequency and language was identified and then jammed. For this reason an
eighth member of the bomber crew was carried. He was the German speaking
"Special Duty Operator” and his presence was necessary because the Germans
often gave phoney instructions to divert our jamming. In addition, if the Germans changed frequencies the SO would have to be able to do likewise. The SO
also had to be able to recognise German codewords.
The airwaves became full of extraneous noises, Hitler speeches, bells continuously playing and anything to jam the German efforts to vector their night
fighters on to our bombers,
So effective were our counter measures that one of the German radio stations
resorted to broadcasting music with a certain meaning - Jazz would be played if
they thought our bombers were heading for Berlin. Waltzes if Munich looked
like it could be the target and so on.
The British counteracted that by introducing a powerful transmitter codenamed
"Dartboard." This was employed to jam those transmissions.
Thanks to our politicians, who had failed to realise the rise of Nazism soon
enough we started off in 1939 with a selection of mostly outdated Hampden's,
Whitleys and Wellingtons groping their way blindly across Europe and often
missing the target by literally miles.
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By 1945 RAF Lancasters, Halifaxes and Mosquito's were equipped with ingenious and sophisticated technology. Whole cities were razed to the ground in a
single night.
Much controversy still surrounds the subject, but Air Marshal (bomber) Harris,
C in C Bomber Command was able to fulfil his prediction, "they sowed the wind
and now they are going to reap the whirlwind."
Alan Powell

Special Package for Martlesham Heath Aviation Society Businessmen
An Airline introduced a special package for MHAS Business men. Buy your
ticket, get your wife's ticket free.
After the great success, the company sent letters to all the wives asking how
was the trip.
All of them gave the same reply..."What trip?"
From, Robert Dunnett, innocent of the above!!

A LUCKY ESCAPE AT ORFORDNESS
Some of the research carried out at Orfordness during the First World War was
associated with the development of gunsights and bomb-sights
Among the boffins working there was a certain Lieutenant B.M.Jones – known
to his friends as ‘Bones’”. , (Later Sir Bennett Melviller Jones, AFC, , FRS,
Professor of Aeronautics at Cambridge University).
This story is related by one of his colleagues ,Vernon-Brown, later Air Commodore Sir Vernon Brown bCB, OBE, MA, FRAeS.
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